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QUESTIONS FROM S & D

QUESTIONS
(M. Noichl MEP)

1. In practice, what do you do to assist transport operators to improve transport conditions when sending consignments to third
countries?
2. Could you please share a best practice example for compliance for transports to third countries?

ANSWERS 1. Our company has a role of customer advice, that’s why we are organizing the entire transport and we refuse to be told how to do it.
2. We check the Journey log entirely to control that the regulation is respected.

QUESTIONS
(I. Carvalhais

MEP)

The welfare of animals before, during and after transport is a joint responsibility of many actors in the chain of transport, with transporters
bearing a heavier responsibility on the protection of animal welfare during transport.

All animal transporters, regardless of the journey’s length, have a duty to ensure that the animals are transported in a way that does not
cause them neither injury nor unnecessary suffering. Transporters should, namely, ensure that all necessary arrangements have been taken
in advance to minimize the length of the journey, that the needs (feeding, drinking, resting) of the animals during the journey are properly
met, and must ensure that the welfare conditions of the animals are regularly checked and appropriately maintained.

For these reasons:
1. What procedures do you have in place in your company to ensure that these conditions are respected and in full compliance with
Regulation 01/2005?
2. Which provisions of Regulation 01/2005 are more difficult to comply with and that could benefit from clearer and simplified
indications, while safeguarding animal welfare?
3. How do you ensure that the animals are fit and adequately prepared for a journey? Who normally does the verification of animal
fitness for transport?
4. For long distance journeys, transporters must have contingency plans to deal with unforeseen circumstances, which can arise during
a journey. How do you prepare these contingency plans and what do you take into account? Could you provide examples of situations
where you had to activate those contingency plans and which was the result in terms of animal welfare?
5. How do you ensure that the drivers and all of those handling the animals have adequate training and competence for the purpose
of transporting animals?

ANSWERS First of all, we analyze globally the transport we’re given. Then, we control that the whole transport meet the requirements of the
regulation 1.2005.

We work mostly for exporters who are selling high genetic value animals so we’re sure that the animals were well prepared. A veterinarian
must also check the health of the animals before the transport.
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Our back-up plans are elaborated depending on the country we are going to. Moreover, our experience of over 20 years helps us to find
solutions everywhere we go as we have contacts in lots of different countries. What annoys me the most about these back-up plans is to
make them public. Our experience is due to our hard work so it’s very hard to me to share it with less scrupulous companies.
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QUESTIONS FROM RENEW

QUESTION During the ANIT hearings, we have heard from various export companies that they are very engaged in improving animal welfare during
transports. What is it then on the national level that is hindering the implementation of 1/2005?

ANSWERS Certainly that not everybody is doing this for money.

QUESTION How do you think private transport actors will be affected by, and react to, increased demands on surveillance (GPS, CCTV etc.)?

ANSWERS I don’t think it must be considered as a threat but more as an opportunity to improve things.

QUESTION As per ECJ ruling, EU rules are still valid when the consignment leaves the EU territory:

1. What type of documentation do you request to present to prove that there will be compliance while travelling in third countries and on
arrival?

2. Have you ever been checked while travelling in third countries?
3. If yes:
 How frequently?
 By whom and where?
 What was the outcome of the check/s?

ANSWERS We respect the well-being of the animals we transport anywhere we are going.
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QUESTIONS FROM ID

QUESTION
(J. LECHANTEUX

MEP)

Unfortunately, as we now know only too well, in the context of the multimodal transport of live animals, it is very difficult today to define the
responsibilities of the parties involved in the event of incidents during the transhipment of animals from one means of transport to another:
this is particularly the case when it comes to unloading animals from a lorry and then having them loaded onto a boat, this type of
combination being linked to the patterns of export of European live animals to third countries to serve the issue of ritual slaughter practiced in
these countries.

1. Therefore, as the number of live animals leaving the EU to third countries continues to increase, what would you think of the idea of
setting up "check points" or a kind of "special pass" per transport stage, based on the animals' ability to continue the journey or not
(depending on their condition), thus allowing the traceability of the transport conditions of the animals throughout the entire journey, from
the point of departure to the arrival and throughout all the modes of transport used?

2. In order to improve the conditions of transport of live animals, do you think that the Commission sufficiently consults transporters and
its third country trading "partners" to whom it supplies nearly 3 million live animals each year?

ANSWER The commission consults me since 2015. I sincerely think that we must enforce the regulation 1.2005 before thinking about changing it.
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QUESTIONS FROM GREENS / EFA

QUESTIONS Unfair practices and lack of harmonization

Our previous hearings revealed that unfair practices were taking place due to lack of harmonized system between Member States. Trucks to
transport calves for instance, when not to be authorized in Germany, would get an authorisation in another EU country with more flexible
practices and then come to Germany to transport calves, eg from Germany to Belgium or Spain.

1. Do you see these practices happen often? How do you make sure your company or the transporters you work with do not lower standards?
2. Which differences in vehicle authorisations between the Member States have you witnessed/are you aware of, and via which sources?
3. Does the difference result from different interpretation of the legislation - or differences in quality of approvals?

ANSWERS I don’t think we should consider the problem this way. Why are we talking about flexible country? Shouldn’t we talk about a more strict
country instead?

QUESTIONS Absence of level playing field

Many speakers received during our previous hearings underlined the absence of level playing field regarding transport of live animals.
Monitoring and cooperation between MS are not efficient, and sanctions are not or poorly applied, which penalizes companies and
transporters actually trying to comply with EU Regulation 1/2005.

1. What is your assessment of the current application of sanctions?
2. Is the system coherent, consistent, and how could it be improved?
3. Would you support an EU harmonized system of transporter authorisation, to ensure a level playing field and to incentivise transporters to

adopt best practices?
4. Would you support an EU harmonized system of rating of transporters, with a black list of transporters having breached EU legislation on AW

during transport at different occasions?

ANSWERS I agree with your point of view.

QUESTIONS Air cooling systems

Regulation 1/2005 provides that for journeys over 8 hours ventilation systems must at all times be able to maintain a temperature between 5
and 30°C with a 5°C tolerance depending on the outside temperature. There are indications that almost all vehicles used for transporting
animals inside the Union do not have air cooling systems, only air ventilation that cannot guarantee that the temperature inside the vehicle is
maintained within these limits.
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1. How do you make sure the requirements on temperature are fulfilled during animal transport?
2. Are your vehicles or the vehicles of transporters you work with equipped with air cooling systems, or a system allowing to maintained a

temperature in the vehicle between 5 and 30 degrees?
3. How are appropriate temperatures assured on livestock vessels? Are temperatures monitored and by which sources?

ANSWER I don’t agree with these levels of temperature. I recommend to reduce the number of animals we transport when the temperatures are high
instead. I personally don’t like air-conditioned trailer.

Moreover, I think it’s unnatural: animals are adapting well to heat as we can see in summer in the countryside for example. We just have to
have the required equipment our trucks an trailers.

QUESTION The particular case of unweaned animals

Young calves and lambs are not adapted to cope with transport, which results in high rates of morbidity and mortality. Expert underlined in
ANIT hearings that it was hardly plausible to have trucks responding to their physiological needs, and that it was scientifically  proven  that
feeding  calves or lambs  with  milk  replacer or  electrolyte  solution requires high standards that cannot practically be guaranteed during
transport. Several researches and observations from NGO reveal that calves in lorries are not being fed or watered according to their needs.
Moreover, the drinking devices are not suitable, are not recognised by the calves as drinking devices and only offer water. EFSA report from
2009 also states that feeding calves on board of the vehicle with milk or milk replacer is technically impossible.

1. Can you tell us how transporters work to transport unweaned animals respecting their physiology and physical needs, as well as the legislation
in force?

2. Have you observed available systems in vehicles which allow for a species-specific and behaviourally appropriate supply of feed to unweaned
calves and lambs?

ANSWER I don’t know where you found these informations but I never heard about the death of calves between Germany and Spain for example.

QUESTION Approval of journeys

It seems that approval can be given to completely unrealistic journeys, about the final destination of the animals, the duration or even the
temperatures.

1. How do you prepare journey logs and make them plausible?
2. How could you explain so many cases of unrealistic journey logs which are given authorisation?
3. How do you plan and account for time taken to load and unload animals?
4. Which contingency measures are required within the journey logs?
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ANSWER I don’t know what you call a surreal period, the only thing I know is when the transport is well prepared and realized by professionals, neither
the period or the heat has an impact on the animal’s health as you were describing.

If some people forget what’s the aim of these transports, allow me to remind that they allow each year new people to have access to meat
and children to milk.

QUESTION Pressures to veterinarian authorities

Several speakers, such as Nancy De Briyne, Deputy Executive Director of the Federation of Veterinarians of Europe, underlined the pressure
made on veterinarian authorities while carrying inspections and reporting breaches. Alexander Rabitsch, veterinarian and former animal
welfare inspector confirmed he was put under extraordinary pressure. He reported about a German transporter which tried to force him to
withdraw reports to the court and to the paying agency of export subsidies because of detection of infringements on Reg 1/2005. The
transport company representatives threatened Mr Rabitsch family, precising details about his private address and life.

1. How common would you consider these events?
2. Have you witnessed pressure made to CA or veterinarian authorities, and if so which ones?

ANSWER It’s scandalous that some veterinarians are using their power in the sake of lobbyist against livestock transport but that’s a sensitive issue.

QUESTION Transport outside EU

Where, under Regulation 1/2005, the transport needs to stop at a control post in a non-EU country to enable animals to be given feed, water
and 24 hours rest, the organiser must identify a place for the stop which either is a control post or provides facilities equivalent to those of an
EU approved control post ( paragraph 54/55 of the Court’s judgment). It appears that competent authorities are lacking information on
existence and suitability of control posts and resting points outside EU, that there is no official information available and CA therefore have to
trust organizer.

1. When stops have to be made in 3rd countries, how do you make sure you comply with EU Regulation and how do you prove it to CA?
2. Do you have a list of safe resting points and control posts outside EU to make sure you comply with EU legislation on the non-EU part of the

journey?

ANSWER For us, we choose safe and private places for the animals to rest as often as possible. Only our experience and a good preparation of the
transport allow that.

QUESTION Data collection outside EU
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It would appear that the only way the authorities can properly monitor transport and animal welfare outside the EU is to have actual access to
complete data from the navigation systems and their extensive evaluation, including temperatures and geographic positions in real time. The
organisers of third country transports of animals must have extensive documentation obligations to prove a realistic route planning that
meets the animal welfare requirements of Regulation EC No 1/2005

1. How does your company/your transporters share data with the competent authorities?
2. Does your company or the transporters you work with have access to reliable data when your/their vehicles and vessels leave the EU territory?
3. Would it be possible for transport companies to gather and share this data, through an updated TRACES system for instance?

ANSWER I transmit the informations permanently.

QUESTION Vessels and sea transport

Many livestock vessels were originally car ferries or cargo ships and have been converted for the transport of animals. As a result many are
unsuitable for animal transport as animal behaviour and needs were not sufficiently incorporated into the ship design. Thus, we have reason
to believe many livestock vessels that have been approved under Article 19 of Regulation 1/2005 should not have been approved as they are
poorly designed and maintained and have constructions posing many risks for the safety of the animals. A CIWF 2020 analysis showed that
55% of livestock vessels approved in the EU were licensed in countries black-listed for poor performance under the Paris Memorandum of
Understanding and are considered a high risk in relation to maritime safety. Only 30% of the vessels are flagged under the white list.

1. How do you make sure your vessels or the vessels of transporters you work with comply with EU legislation?

DG SANTE 2020 report on export of live animals by sea shows that neither the exporters nor the MS authorities are giving any proper
consideration to the animals’ welfare during the sea journeys. It also appears that nor is there anyone on board the ship who has clear legal
responsibility for the animals’ well-being.

2. Do you have staff responsible for animal welfare during sea transport? What is the ratio of staff to animals? If not, how do you ensure animal
well-being and Reg 1/2005 requirements are respected during sea transport? Which training for the staff onboard is dispensed to properly
implement Reg 1/2005 requirements?

ANSWER I don’t own a ship, but I know that some well elaborated ships exist.

QUESTION Training of Staff

1. Can you please describe how the staff of transport companies is trained and educated in order to ensure smooth transport of live animals?
2. Do the staff receive specific education or training on animal welfare, and on how to properly deal with animals, different species, their welfare

and physiological needs?
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3. How does training compare across companies, and are there provisions in national law to govern this?

ANSWER We are doing our trainings in-house.
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QUESTIONS FROM ECR

QUESTIONS

R bardy

Why transport companies which are doing their job correctly are considered the same way as the ones which are careless today?

ANSWERS
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QUESTIONS FROM THE LEFT

QUESTION When looking for a new market for animals, do you also take into account the slaughter conditions and compliance with OIE slaughter
standards in these countries?

ANSWERS I’m not an exporter. That’s the problem, everyone thinks that carriers transport their own animals.

QUESTION 1. Exports of breeding animals to third countries have been an important business for your industry. Can you provide evidence for having
established stable breeding populations in third countries?

2. Would the exporting industry in Europe be able to support maintaining stable breeding populations by transporting genetic material?
If not, what would companies like yours need in order to make this transition?

ANSWERS I don’t have an opinion about that.

QUESTION Would the exporting industry in Europe be able to transport meat/carcasses instead of live animals? If not, what would you need to make this
transition?

ANSWERS I don’t have an opinion about that.

QUESTION 1. Would you agree that it is impossible to transport unweaned calves in conditions guaranteeing their welfare and with a strict
enforcement of Regulation (EC) 1/2005?

2. Experience shows that for transport organisers and transporters economic arguments and profit play more important role than welfare
of transported animals. Furthermore, cooperation among Member States is missing, especially the lack of notifications between the Member
State of destination and the Member State of departure contributes clearly to lack of enforcement of the Regulation. Could you elaborate
your opinion on this a bit more?

ANSWERS You are mistaken. You confuse carriers with exporters. Carriers have an obligation of result and don’t want the animals to be ill-treated.

QUESTION 1. Regulation (EC) 1/2005 is regularly breached, especially regarding provisions related to the welfare of animals. In your experience,
what are the main breaches of the Regulation (EC) 1/2005 regarding transport of the animals, both in the EU and outside EU?

2. Do you know if some Member States have better practices than others regarding the sanctions applied?

3. Don’t you think we should ask for an EU-wide harmonization of the sanctions?
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ANSWERS I don’t agree with that.

QUESTION What needs to be changed in the next transport regulation to ensure effective protection to the animals being transported alive?

ANSWERS I rather prefer education to penalty but if nothing changes, we will have to be more severe. But we must punish the veterinarians who are not
doing their job correctly also.

It’s absolutely not normal that the transporter has to fight to have less animals to transport, it not his job at all. He mustn’t have to fight to be
authorized to carry hay either. That’s definitely not our role to control that our customers.


